James Arthur Ray presents a proven step-by-step method for creating true prosperity and harmony in life, based upon timeless laws and principles. With penetrating insights and straightforward concepts, James gives you the tools necessary to tap into your own spiritual power center. A simple book that is by no means simplistic, combining fun stories and powerful anecdotes, The Science of Success gives you the power and the wisdom to create the life of your dreams.

"James Ray has done his homework. He has invested years testing every move he suggests you make to enjoy a harmonious and successful life. He clearly explains how and why real success can be enjoyed by anyone willing to follow a series of lawful guidelines."

Bob Proctor
Author, You Were Born Rich

"This is the best book on success I have ever read – ever! In The Science of Success, James Ray asks all the right questions then gives you all the right answers. This is an utterly superb book! I will use it from now on to make my life and work all I dreamed they could be."

John Milton Fogg
Editor-in-Chief, Upline
Author, The Greatest Networker in the World

"Relationships and partnerships are key to anyone’s long term success. The Science of Success shows you how to leverage both in order to accelerate the achievement of your dreams."

Tony Alessandra, PhD
Author, Charisma and The Platinum Rule

JAMES ARTHUR RAY is a leading expert on the psychology and science of success. He has devoted the last two decades to studying success factors, and now travels around the world speaking and leading seminars that help individuals and businesses create true Harmonic Wealth in all areas of your life: financial, relational, intellectual, physical, and spiritual.
SUMMARY
CHAPTER 2: THE POWER OF UNDERSTANDING

1. The seven Super Laws are all subsets of the one primary law of quantum physics: Everything is energy.

2. The Super Laws are:
   
   - *The Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy*: Energy is constantly changing and transmuting, and change is all there is.
   
   - *The Law of Vibration*: Everything in the universe, seen and unseen, vibrates at various frequencies. Thought is one of the higher frequencies, or the most potent form of energy. The subsidiary Law of Attraction tells us that like attracts like, and that we draw to us the things on which we focus and to which we feed energy.
   
   - *The Law of Relativity*: Everything that exists is defined by its relation to something else. Everything “just is” until it is compared.
   
   - *The Law of Polarity*: If one thing exists, its opposite must also exist. Failure must be accompanied by the seeds of success.
   
   - *The Law of Rhythm*: There is an order, flow, or pattern to all movement. Life is a dance.
   
   - *The Law of Cause and Effect*: Everything has a cause and a corresponding effect, and every effect has a corresponding cause.
   
   - *The Law of Gender*: There is nothing new in the cosmos. All things manifest according to their individual gestation period.